
CHECK THIS OUTMUSINGS & MEANDERINGSINVESTIGATING OUR PRACTICETEACHING IDEAS

Chris Loat: “How can I streamline my writ-
ing program?”

Rick Hikida: “How can I help my students
generalize the skills and knowledge they
learn from one piece to the next?”

Andrea Western: “How can I achieve a bal-
ance between choice and demand topics?”

F
our colleagues and I, a district helping
teacher, decided that we wanted to inves-
tigate and shore up what we believed to
be good practice in the grade 6/7 writing
classroom. To us, Writer’s Workshop was

both a lived experience and an unattainable ideal.
While we were already committed to the writing
process, planning and teaching together gave us an
opportunity to share our struggles and successes.
Chris felt that he had many writing strategies and
projects in his program, but that students were not
necessarily producing to their potential. Andrea,
whose teaching was steeped in the writing work-
shop approach, felt that her students did their best
writing through guided lessons on the same topic
and struggled when given a choice of topic. Rick
worked hard to introduce students to the Perfor-
mance Standards, but felt that students were not
transferring the skills that they were taught from
piece to piece. This collaborative experience was so
productive and powerful for us as teachers, and
resulted in such superb results for our students, that
we will attempt to tell at least part of our story here. 

We met on the last day of school in June and
sketched out our plan for the following Fall. The
grade 6/7 triumvirate knew that the group of stu-
dents they were teaching in the Fall had trouble get-
ting along and we decided that weaving in aspects
of social responsibility and perspective taking would
be crucial for a successful school year. The school
had already been working on developing a school-
wide effective behavior support plan and so we
planned to embody the school’s adopted acronym
STAR (Safety Teamwork Accountability Respect)
in our lessons and interactions with the students.
With the school and grade 6/7 profiles in mind, we
decided to begin the Fall with personal/impromptu
writing as it would allow us to get to know the stu-
dents - each individual’s point-of-view and inter-
ests - and focus on meaning and ideas in their
writing. We really wanted to find topics that could
work thematically for a term and be powerful

enough to generate meaningful writing, so we
decided to work with the topic belonging. As a start-
ing point, we used Chapter 3 from Brownlie and
King’s Learning In Safe Schools; we took some of
the activities and adapted them for our classes.

In terms of the format of our little writing proj-
ect, we decided that I would come to the school
once a week and co-teach or model an anchor les-
son and then Chris, Andrea and her job share part-
ner Cesca and Rick would work with the same idea
two more times before the next anchor lesson a
week later. The anchor lessons were often double
blocks (two 40 minutes blocks back to back) in
which we dedicated time for a minilesson, time for
students to begin writing and always ended with
students sharing excerpts from their work in
progress. The other writing blocks between anchor
lessons were usually 40 minutes with a quick review
of the anchor lesson and time to write and share.

Below is an outline of our lessons; we have
embedded our reflections on the process within
these lesson sequences:

WEEK ONE

Anchor Lesson: Getting to Feelings and Emo-
tions Through Prewriting

1. I modeled a brainstorm/ braindrain on what
belonging means to me. On chart paper, or the
chalk board, I gave examples from my life of
places, activities and people that make me feel
like I belong. I tried to cover a variety of areas
that students could relate to - sports, music, reli-
gion, family, school, leisure activities. I felt the
brainstorm was important in order to show sev-
eral things: one possible way I can organize my
thinking; that one can belong in different ways;
that in brainstorming one can add details and
explanations to their original ideas. We found
that modelling the inclusion of the fullest range
of places and people helped student students
‘tap into’ the same.

2. We had the students generate their own personal
brainstorm/ braindrain on belonging. I then used
a different color to write beside each of my
points how they made me feel, then students did
the same on their brainstorms (see figure 1).

3. Then I circled the three ideas that I thought were
my best, most powerful ideas and had the stu-
dents circle their three best ideas.
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4. Then they were asked to take out a third color. The stu-
dents shared and discussed their top three examples with
their table group of 4. With the new color, students were
encouraged to add to their brainstorm from ideas that
came up in the group (gel pens are all the rage so switch-
ing colors was a thrill for the class!)

5. Students were then given the journal topic, “what does
belonging mean to me?” I modeled writing on the over-
head and asked the students to write their own pieces. I
quickly finished my piece and then circulated around the
room to nudge students who needed assistance in getting
started, often referring to my example on the overhead.

After the first week Cesca noticed her class’s

writing strengths

- enjoy writing
- excited to talk about social issues and real life situations
- have a lot of ideas/things to write about 
- no one was sitting staring at their paper saying, “I have

nothing to write about...”

goals (what they needed to work on)

- use very simple vocab ( eg. nice, mean, sad)
- getting more depth/feeling in their writing (many would

express ideas orally but did not convey that same sense
in their writing)

Cesca Juhasz’s question:

“Something to think about: In the past,
when I teach mini-lessons, I find the kids
do whatever concept I am teaching well
when it is isolated. However, when they
go back to writing journal, stories,... they
don’t seem to “remember” or practice what
was specifically taught or reviewed in the
previous mini-lesson. How do we get the
kids to transfer their knowledge of isolated
concepts( eg. dialogue, grammar, attention
grabbing introductions, ...) into their every-
day writing?” 

Coming out of this first week we started
to firm up our plan. We decided to spend
the next six to eight weeks developing cri-
teria with the students. We wanted to do
this gently, helping the student articulate
what makes powerful personal/
impromptu/ journal writing. We wanted a
balance between applying these criteria in
their writing and getting the students writ-
ing fluently and confidently without stop-
ping too often.

WEEK TWO

Anchor Lesson: Analyzing Peer Writing for Strengths

1. Students looked at 3 samples preselected by the class-
room teacher and analyzed and generated what makes a
powerful journal entry. These samples were from a range
of ability levels, but each showed something powerful.
The result was a sense of pride from students who had
not necessarily had an easy experience with writing.

2. Using a graphic organizer (figure 2) students did a think-
group -share on this topic - groups had to come up with
5 criteria to share with the class; these were recorded on
chart paper.

3. After discussing the criteria, students then brainstormed
and wrote journal entries on “what can belonging look
like and feel like in our classroom.” 

Over the course of the next week, entries were written
on friendship - ‘what does being a good friend look like?
Sound like? Feel like?’ Chris selected the novel, Maniac
Magee, to continue to explore the theme of belonging with
his class.

Week Two Follow-up lessons:

Rick. Cesca and Chris continued to refer to the criteria that
the students had generated.
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Criteria for powerful writing : Andrea/Cesca’s class

- put your own feelings into it
- have details 
- use your imagination 
- use a variety of words 
- interest the reader 
- has a beginning, middle and an ending 
- own original ideas 
- exciting 
- strong words and ideas 
- consistently written (Strong/powerful all the way through) 

Cesca’s class looked at more stu-
dent samples and came up with two
or three powerful things about each
person’s writing sample. They wrote
in their journals after discussing the
criteria again. Cesca had three stu-
dents put the criteria on a poster up
in the class.

Rick’s class-generated criteria

- catches the attention of others 
- effort, thinking, brainstorming
- descriptive words 
- lots of details 
- C.O.P.S. 
- neat 
- interesting throughout
- specific / stays on topic 
- good opening and ending
- put your feelings into your writing 
- interesting topic
- creative own ideas 
- makes sense
- appropriate for the reader 

In the week following the anchor les-
son, Rick talked to his students about
‘long neck Fred’: 

Long Neck Fred is a cartoon that
Rick found in one of Shel Silverstein’s
books. Rick used a picture of a
Canucks player scoring a goal in
hockey. The students then were asked
to infer and brainstorm what they
knew about the picture. He wrote
their ideas on the board. He then
modelled writing a paragraph using
their ideas from the board while keep-
ing the image of the hockey game on
the overhead screen. They added to

their paragraph and read it aloud several times as Rick wrote.
Once he completed the paragraph of the hockey game, he
slid the picture of ‘Long Neck Fred’ into the hockey scene.
The students had a chuckle over this. The class had a discus-
sion about whether or not ‘LNF” belonged in the hockey
scene. After much discussion, Rick explained that this is what
some of the students’ paragraphs look like. There are sen-
tences or ideas that do not belong in the context of the spe-
cific paragraph, and should be included in another paragraph
or a new journal topic all together. It was a visual way of
showing them what a proper paragraph should look like. His
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class also continued to look at the student examples as a class
(referring to the criteria generated thus far by the class - de-
emphasizing C.O.P.S.); had students review their own brain-
storming web on belonging in the classroom; and reviewed
criteria prior to their next two journal writes. The class did
not finalize their criteria list, Rick simply acknowledged some
aspects were most important for the class and that they would
be using to the term to determine this together.

Chris’ class finished their ‘belonging in the classroom’
journal entry and worked on another journal response about
friendship. Before each journaling lesson Chris reviewed the
criteria and asked the students which criteria they felt would
make their next piece stronger. Chris emphasized that these
were the criteria that they should be thinking about when
doing their written responses. However, after perusing a few
of the responses he found that some of the students did not
seem to know exactly what some of them referred to.For
example, the use of detail and providing good explanations
seemed to be eluding some of the kids in their writing.

Chris also noticed that during other written assignments
(ex. Social Studies) the students did not seem to realize that
the writing process needed to prevail as some of them decided
to immediately begin their good copy responses. Chris stopped
the whole class and told them that he expected some sort of
prewriting with later revision on this fairly major assignment.
Their blank stares of bewilderment at this expectation were
priceless as this was precisely what we meant by a lack of
carry over in student skills/processes in writing.

After two weeks, Chris found that students had some very
insightful thoughts and ideas that they were trying to express;
however, many did not seem to be able to express their
thoughts in very descriptive or meaningful ways. The word
‘good’ seemed to come up far too often. On the positive side,
the students seemed to be getting used to writing in organ-
ized paragraphs or sections. Some had even started organ-
izing their work into sections with subtitles. By simply
surfacing and emphasizing the criteria, students began to
move away from writing one long drawn out paragraph.

WEEK THREE 

Anchor Lesson: Sorting and Categorizing Criteria

1. In groups of four, students were given an envelop with
all of the powerful journal criteria brainstormed the week
before. Each idea was typed on its own strip of paper.
They had to induce which ideas went together and come
up with a reason or title for each group. We had a copy
of the strips on overhead acetate.

2. In Andrea/Cesca and Rick’s classes each group of four
was asked to paperclip the strips from a category that they
felt made the most sense onto a piece of colored paper.

3. As a class we analyzed each group’s proposal, focusing
on which criteria went together, and listed the titles on

the overhead. We chose the one that worked best for the
class and left it on the overhead. The groups went back
and regrouped the remaining criteria using the same
process. Each group chose the criteria that they were most
certain about and shared their reasoning with the group.
At the classes’ direction I arranged and rearranged the
criteria under the various headings. This worked very well
in Andrea and Cesca’s class. We then came up with easy
to remember names for the criteria:

The Brains - imagination, put your feelings into it,
original ideas

The Skeleton - consistently written, has a beginning,
middle and end, has details

Vocabulary - strong words and ideas, use of a variety
of words

The Hook - interests the readers, exciting

3a. In Rick’s class the group could not agree on which points
belonged in which category. As a result, we shifted our
focus and came to an agreement on the names of the cat-
egories first. We then discussed, debated and voted as to
which criteria fit under which heading:

1. How your writing is put together

makes sense
effort, thinking, brainstorming
specific / stays on topic
good opening and ending

2. Your feelings and ideas

put your feelings into your writing
creative own ideas

3. Catches the readers’ attention

interesting throughout
catches the attention of others
good opening and ending
descriptive words
lots of details
interesting topic

3b. In Chris’ class we did not give the students
envelopes. Instead, we cut up the previous week’s
chart paper into strips. We asked pairs of students
to decide which ideas went together and why. Then
we went through the class and asked each pair of
students to identify two criteria that went together
and why. As we moved throughout the class and
heard each pair’s ideas, we moved the criteria
around on the board and we were able to see how
the various criteria related to each other. The class
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then came up with names for each category:

Final Touch - good sentences, organized, easy to read,
neatness

Thinking It Through - feelings, pictures/drawings,
thoughts, real events

Sounds Great - exciting, good explanations, interest-
ing/description, detail, good use of words

4. Students then wrote a journal entry responding to the
prompt ‘how do good groups work?’ 

Week Three follow-up lessons

Over the course of the next week Rick’s class continued
on their journey and seemed to move along quite well. They
did some brainstorming around friendship. They used Chris’
topic of ‘What makes you a good friend’ focusing on char-
acteristics and attributes. During the brainstorming some of
the students needed prompting to get their ideas down (ie.
to get past — funny, nice) to become more specific, using

examples etc. After he reviewed the class generated criteria,
Rick asked the students to focus on three of the criteria from
the list of approximately 12 for their journal writes. Students
began their journal write during class time.

Rick found that the attention to increased detail in brain-
storming led to a focus on paragraphing. He inserted another
minilesson: using highlighters the students marked where
their new paragraphs were or should be evolving. 

All three teachers found the prompt ‘how can a group
make good decisions?’ elicited excellent discussion and writ-
ing about cooperative learning.

WEEK FOUR

Anchor Lesson: The Art of Noticing

To prepare for this lesson the teachers asked their stu-
dents to identify a piece that they believed met one of the
criteria categories particularly well. By this time students had
at least 6 entries to choose from and many of them spent
over an hour choosing which piece to use. Those students
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who struggled with this process sat in partners or small groups
with the teacher reading their pieces aloud and discussing
which criteria they believed they met. This prepared them
for the next anchor lesson.

1. I read loud a piece of my (draft copy) writing projected
on the overhead. 

2. I referred to the posted criteria and read my piece again
looking for an example of one of the criteria.

3. Working in partners students looked for other examples
of the criteria in my piece.

4. We debriefed and students came up in partners to under-
line a relevant section and label it with the criteria.

5. Students brought out the piece that they had selected and
had to take a colored pen and underline phrases or sen-
tences that they believed demonstrated a criteria and
wrote this criteria beside it.

6. Each student shared out a quote and the class guessed
which criteria it was an example of.

7. Students described what they noticed about their think-
ing and chose one of the criteria to focus on in their next
piece.

Diversity note: over time we decided that some students
benefitted more by returning to finish a piece rather than
always starting a new one. As long as a student had at least
one piece a week we had something to work with for the
anchor lessons.
Follow-up Lessons:

During the next week teachers had students look for
examples of criteria in their writing and required students to
set a goal related to the criteria before each write.

WEEK FIVE

Anchor Lesson: Making Revisions in Your Writing

In preparation for working on the concept of revision, I
took the criteria and titles and made a graphic organizer for
students (see figure 3). Up to this point our focus was build-
ing student confidence, raising awareness of strength in each
and every student’s writing and the development of criteria
in “kid friendly” language. Now that we had developed their
critical eye linking criteria to example, we wanted to move
students into revising their work.

Getting Started

1. Having already identified examples of criteria in their
own work, we introduced our new focus -- revising in
relation to criteria. We helped to define what revising is:
using criteria to determine how I, as a writer might bet-
ter get my message across. For example, it is like being at

the doctor’s office; the doctor can tell you what’s wrong,
but how he tells you can make the difference between
your staying sick or knowing what to do to get healthy
again. We then set our goal for the lesson: to look at our
work and to identify one criteria that we each can focus
on to make our good writing even better.

Modeling

1. I explained that as a writer I am constantly revising aspects
of my writing. Good writers usually choose a piece or
aspect of their writing that they are excited about to revise
and build their work around.

2. I then modeled the process of choosing one really good
sentence from my piece.

3. I then explained that I was looking for phrases that are
or could be descriptive/powerful phrases.

4. I read the first chunk of my piece several times before
choosing a sentence to focus on (“Deep, honest, com-
plex... My friend Kara and her husband have a lot on their
plate with a baby coming and the restaurant’s grand open-
ing on the 22nd.”) I wrote this sentence in the ‘good start’
section of my organizer

5. A/B partners were asked what they thought could be done
to make my sentence more descriptive. I thought aloud
and shared what I thought I could do. Then, I revised my
sentence using their advice.

6. Each student then found a quote from their piece, and
shared with a partner telling what they chose and how
they would change it. 

7. We repeated this oral rehearsal process and then students
chose this or another sentence to write in the organizer
and revise.

8. We finished the class by having students share the first
and revised versions of their sentences.

Follow-up lessons and activities:

Students continued to write and revise aspects of their
piece over the next week. Teachers had to conference with
students before they could revise their sentence(s) a second
time and take them to the WOW stage. Students then con-
ferenced on each others’ work to describe what kinds of revi-
sions had been done. Handing in these pieces allowed us to
get a feel for what we needed to focus on in upcoming mini-
lessons. Up to and including this point no marks were given
as we were in assessment for learning mode.  Our goal was
to teach the students the key skills they needed and then have
them choose their best three pieces to be evaluated at the
end of the term.
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WEEK SIX

Anchor Lesson: Graffitti and Conversation

We wanted to stimulate more discussion regarding con-
tent and ensure that our foremost goal was helping students
develop passion for and voice in their writing. We also wanted
to move more into students having a choice of prompt within
the thematic topic.

1. We reviewed the criteria as a class.

2. We gave students a choice of two criteria categories to
target (referring to the meaning and style based categories)

3. The class was divided into six groups. Each grafitti
“palette” had a prompt in the centre. Students had
between five and ten minutes to write on their their grafitti
palette before rotating to the next topic. Students returned
to their original palette after three rotations.

4. Students examined the results taking turns reading quotes
from the graffiti.

5. Each student then chose one of the prompts to write on
independently (‘imagine what a school would be like if
all children felt they belonged’; ‘tell about a time you did-
n’t belong’; ‘describe what cooperation means’)

6. We also tried a journal organizer that had a thinking
space. Student could use the thinking space in any man-
ner they wished- draw, list, mindmap...

Follow-up lessons and activities:

Rick, Chris, Andrea, Cesca and I decided that it was time
to move on to a different theme in our writing and so we
brainstormed what the focus would be for the rest of the
term:

Social Studies
‘Peace’ — symbol, poems, peace makers or an event that
influenced peace, Nobel Prize Winners, Sept 11, 2001
Modern Civilizations

Language Arts
Reading issue-based novels, Reading response, charac-
terization charts, making connections and inferencing,
paraphrasing 
Writers’ Workshop - personal impromptu 

Science
Cells and genetics - ‘pieces’
Note taking, experiment write ups, writing skits
Learning Logs / Progress Reports
West Coast Wilderness Lodge Activity

Math
Reflective writing, data analysis, explanations

Computers — interest orals
We determined that peace/piece would be a fun and rel-

evant twin focus. As students were now familiar with the rou-
tines of journalling and felt an ownership of the criteria, we
asked each class to brainstorm a list of powerful journal top-
ics related to the concept of peace.

Cesca and Andrea were very impressed with their class’
effort on these topics. Many of them are very powerful ideas
and almost all were posed as prompts. Rick had his students
work in small groups to make lists on 11x17 paper and then
the class reviewed them together vetting out those that they
thought would not get good insightful responses. Chris’ class
arrived at over 40 prompts! In each case far more prompts
were generated than were needed, thus giving students the
opportunity to choose just those that they were most inter-
ested in. Students were very motivated to craft and respond
to prompts created by their peers.

WEEK SEVEN

Anchor Lesson: Cracking Open Your Topic: Getting
Beyond Listing

After reading through the first peace journals we decided
that a very targeted minilesson was in order. Students were
doing a good job including details and emotions, but the
pieces almost read like lists. Students were not fully expand-
ing their ideas. We also noticed that most pieces did not have
a satisfying ending. We realized that we had supported the
students in writing multiparagraph pieces, but needed to have
a targeted lesson on ways to use form effectively. We chose
two magazine articles that had effective leads and endings
and told the story of one key moment.

1. We looked at the list of peace topics generated
2. In partners we talked about/discussed how to choose a

topic that would yield the best personal writing
3. I modelled an initial web - getting down several possible

ideas
4. The students choose a topic from the peace prompt list

and did the same
5. I thought aloud about which of my ideas I had really

strong examples for.
6. I wrote down the powerful example explaining the con-

nection between the prompt and my idea
7. I explained that one strong personal example is the skele-

ton for the entire piece- using one story to build on with
description and detail will yield a much stronger piece
than a list

8. I generated several possible leads
9. I started my piece on the overhead
10. Students wrote their entries
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Follow-up lessons and activities:

What went well: Students easily chose a topic and began
to brainstorm ideas. Andrea was impressed with the quality
of questions and the variety of ideas around the theme of
peace. When it came time to write, they all were able to get
ideas down on paper. Some of them were really focussing on
powerful, catchy beginnings, detailed middles and endings
that tied up their writing. This focus on form was a change
from our previous lessons as we targeted specific aspects that
were missing in the writing. The mini-lesson really seemed
to sink in for some of the students.

It was difficult, given some of the topics, to focus only on
one example, rather than to give a list. Some of them didn’t
have enough background knowledge or information to write
in detail about one example. This is something the teachers
focused on for the next week - choosing a topic that you have
a strong opinion or examples to use in your writing. 

Andrea, Rick and Chris re-emphasized that we want to
stretch out a moment in our personal writing. They also mod-
eled effective endings and had students examine and rework
their leads and endings. The class decided that effective end-
ings included opinions, questions and observations.

Writer's workshop classes now had more focus, as the
students now knew to include a personal story or example
to illustrate their point. Teachers and students discussed that
more than one extended example makes for a powerful,
longer entry. Chris found he needed to check in with a lot of
the students. Some had a great beginning but no example,
some a great example but no ending. By discuss the writing
with students and giving feedback,  several students extend-
ing their pieces with a strong example.

WEEK EIGHT

As we moved towards the end of the term, we could see
how the patterns in our students’ writing led to focused mini-
lessons which had an immediate impact on the students’writ-
ing. Rick raised the question of whether or not we should
assess the journal (personal/impromptu) writes using our
classroom criteria or the Performance Standards. As we had
developed the criteria with the performance standards in
mind, we decided to return to our criteria to see how closely
they matched up.

Anchor lesson: Getting Ready for Evaluation

Each teacher and their class revisited the criteria and the
original categories and refined them with the standards as a
possible teacher reference for what kind of things went
together.

1. We looked at the two sets of criteria to see where there
was overlap. 

2. We then combined the criteria into one master set of cri-
teria as a class. We did not share the performance stan-
dards criteria with the students as their ownership of the
criteria was absolute. 

3. We asked the students what they thought we should add
to the criteria based on our recent minilessons. With Chris’
class we added a category related to form (see figure 4). 

In the end we had a category and descriptors that
matched each of the 4 aspects on writing on the perform-
ance standards, but all had been derived from looking at
pieces by ourselves and other authors. We believe that the
power of generating criteria over time is one of the key rea-
sons that students steadily improved. They had determined
the descriptors and were constantly working towards them
and now had refined them. 

4. We added a column into our ‘Good Start’, ‘Getting There’,
‘WOW’ rubric and called it ‘I’m There’. We clarified what
a strong piece would include and put these descriptors in
the ‘I’m There’ column (figure 4). 

Once the categories and descriptiors were revised, the
students looked at some of their own work to find sentences
that fit the specific criteria. 

Evaluation

About five weeks into the process we explained to stu-
dents that they would be selecting three pieces to take to an
almost published form and that these, combined with a
‘demand write’, would constitute their writing mark for the
term. We reviewed the rubric with the class and the students
were given a copy of the rubric to refer to while they were
taking pieces to final copy. Most students chose pieces that
they had already revised parts of during our various mini-
lessons.

We evaluated:

1. A journal entry that they worked through the three stages
— taking their writing from a good start to even better to
wow.

2. An in-class write. If students needed additional time to
finish we blocked off extra time in class.

Thinking Back, Looking Ahead

We were thrilled by the progress of our three classes of
students. While developing an understanding of what is
important in personal/impromptu writing, they also learned
how to analyze their own writing with specific criteria in
mind. The students demonstrated a good understanding of
the rubric that we came up with collaboratively. Journal writ-
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ing continued throughout the year; however, in term two we
moved to story writing and found the process of genreating
criteria and building a rubric to take far less time. Students
were amazed to find that many of the criteria were the same
and that all of the criteria categories were similar. As we
moved through the term and targeted and modelled specific
aspects of writing in our minilessons we found that students
were more successful in revising their writing. This was espe-
cially true for some of our struggling writers. 

One of our inquiry questions seemed to answer itself as
students themselves began to point out the importance of
the skills and the transferabilty of the criteria from piece to

piece and genre to genre. And we had learned to take the
time to work together. Instead of partners we could also work
in trios and quarters. Through our topic of belonging we were
able to surface what each of us believed belonging to be and
how this applied in the classroom, on the playground and in
our personal lives. We as teachers discovered that we were
more comfortable slowing down and focusing on develop-
ing key skills. Finally, we all had begun to ask one another
for the reasons behind our examples, our actions and our
statements. We are learning to look for the expanded story
instead of creating lists.
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